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Established in 2003, Island South Property Management Limited
("ISPML") is a wholly owned subsidiary of Pacific Century
Premium Developments Limited ("PCPD") specialising in residential
property management services. PCPD is principally engaged in the
development and management of premium property and infrastructure
projects, as well as investment in premium-grade buildings in the
$VLD3DFL¿F UHJLRQ

ࠒࣴཾސᆓ౩Ԥ३ϴѧȞȶࠒࣴȷȟԙҳܻ 2003

The ISPML team comprises around 300 experienced, customeroriented and committed staff, providing an around-the-clock intensive
management service to safeguard the best interests of clients at the
managed properties. Over the years, ISPML has fostered a mutually
respected working relationship with clients, and shared a mission
to maintain the prestigious brand image that enhances value of
the properties. The No-Compromise in service quality of security,
cleaning, maintenance, dining services plus high-end lifestyle themed
clubhouse facilities and services has set a new standard for the luxury
residential accommodation sector.

ԑȂடܻݧ՞ԉཾސᆓ౩ȂࣴऋσॊӴี
Ԥ३ϴѧȞȶࣴσȷȟޟӒၥߣ឴ϴѧȄࣴσк
ᕊӵٳЊୢีЅᆓ౩ᓺ፴ཾސЅஅ࡚೩ࢊȂٮ
ၥഥཾސȄ
ࠒࣴԤΙЛघ࣏ 300 Ρޟငᡛᙴ൲ღȂҏо
ࡊ࣏ӑޟᆠડ݈՞ИȄࠒࣴᇄࡊ࡚ҳϣࣺ߬
ᒦޟᆓ౩ԒȂӓӣҬᆰࡻᓺ፴ᇺԉӴ՝Ȃ
ཾސٺቨȄࠒࣴᄇ߳Ԋȃ఼ዓȃ߳Ꮄȃᆰࡻк
ᚠོܚ೩ࢊڷᓡ݈Ι๛ϚृȂװᇺԉࡐीᆓ
౩ඪЀՍଽቹԩȄ
ࠒࣴһᜰݧষώีཾٱޟȂᎠཎԙ࣏ཾᓺؾ
Ρϗޟ౩དჍкȄ

ISPML aims to become the preferred employer for outstanding
performers in the industry.

ᄴዲ˗

Leadership

ࠒࣴڼٺޟȶູڟᆓ౩Ȃᓺ፴ҡࣀȷȂӵԪҬ

ISPML's mission is to provide "Premium Management for Quality
Living" to our customers. To achieve this ultimate goal, we adopt
the core values of "Integrity", "Commitment to the environment",
"Focusing on employees" and "Developing talents for the industry".
In this regard, we take practical approaches to communicating our
values to our staff, so they can be comprehensively realised.

Ϟήඪȶၖ߬ȷȃȶᜰᕗცȷȃȶ१ຜষώȷ
Ѕȶ࣏ཾஉىᓺؾΡϗȷȂٮആႆϚӣෲၾၭ
ষώϷٴϴѧڷڼٺޟቋȂоᡝ౪ӵؐএᕗȄ
ࠒࣴޟᆓ౩ᏰϚ३ܻ༈ಛཾސᆓ౩߳ޟԊڷ
ᆰও྅܈ȂӰ࣏ᆍ༈ಛࡦᆰѫོಌᛤ݈ޟඪ

ISPML's management philosophy is more sophisticated than is typical
for the property management industry – which is perhaps stereotyped
as limited to security management and daily upkeep of facilities, and
implies little enhancement or progress. Bel-Air, as ISPML’s prime
managed property, is a place of insight.

Ѐ؏໌ڷȄࠒࣴؓٔޟᢊғᆓ౩ࠉޟູڟᙁܒ

Management of Bel-Air does not rest on the laurels of its worldclass building design and facilities. For our customers, ISPML is
determined to provide a holistic “Lifestyle Experience”, supported by
premium-quality service and, critically, including the promotion of
environmental awareness throughout the neighbourhood. For employees,

ȶҡࣀᡝᡛȷȂӣਢσ໔ၥܻᕗცఀىȂо҈

ࡐीȄ
ᗶณٔؓᢊ឴жࣨ೩ॎڎڷരΙࢺৈȂծࠒ
ࣴٷณΙ๛ϚृȄᄇܻ՞ИȂרঈඪټᐿԤޟ

അᆦՓ᎑٨ȄᄇܻষώȂרঈඪټശޟٹடཾ٨
แೣგȄרঈϚ१ϴѧޟၼհȂளଢ଼ᐌএ
ཾีޟȂ࣏ཾސᆓ౩ཾஉىശᓺޟؾΡ
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ISPML offers the best career planning, which not only aims for the
FRPSDQ\ V RSHUDWLRQDO HI¿FLHQF\ EXW VWUHWFKHV WR OHDG WKH WUHQGV LQ WKH
management services industry, with the ultimate goal of nurturing the
best talents for the property management sector in Hong Kong.

ϗȄࠒࣴоԤਝഊ৷өষώ༈ႀٲ౩ڷ܈ਯЖ

Our vision and mission are integral to the company's goals, and
communicated to the employees through all possible channels.

՞ИᇄޥୢဎώհȄႄԤخᆌȂᗙ࣏жࣨӨ

ଶΟඪџࡻ៉ޟҡࣀԒȂࠒࣴһჂᓾٔؓᢊ

ӴخڧޟΡρඪڞټօȄ

ISPML emphasises succession planning, by developing employees’
fullest potential.

࣏ጂ߳༈ܛᓺؾষώޟடཾܒȂࠒࣴആႆϱഋڷ

For sustainability, ISPML establishes partnerships with other green
organisations, to promote environmental awareness among customers
and uphold our corporate social responsibility.

џࡻ៉ีП७ȂࠒࣴᇄϚӣޟᕗ߳ᐠᄺӫհө

6WUDWHJLF 3ODQQLQJ
ISPML carries out SWOT analyses with all department heads, as a
clear process for identifying the current standards and positioning
of the company, which are crucial for future strategic planning.
Therefore, we have adopted a three-year plan to outline the
company’s objectives to meet and exceed our customers' expectations.
Coupled with the company mission, this process also sets forth the
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for service enhancement in every
individual management domain; these enhancements are subsequently
UH¿QHG DQG HYDOXDWHG LQ WKH DQQXDO SHUIRUPDQFH UHYLHZ 7KH JRDOV DUH
then analysed and developed into an achievable action plan indicating
short- and long-term targets. We also encourage regular reviews with
stakeholders.

ѴഋஉଋȂօষώีථዖȄ

ࡊ௰ኄᕗ߳྅܈ȂоቺӌཾོޥӈȄ
ൊୱؒ࿒
ࠒࣴۡၭഋߞкᆓຟեϴѧޟ৵ӠᐠϷݙȂ
࣏ᆓ౩ྥ໌ѿൟۡ՝Ȅרঈڙॏ 3 ԑॎგȂ
၏ಠೣგӌཾีҬȄ3 ԑॎგၭϴѧٺޟ
ࣺڼಒȂѓࢂ՞И݈ࡾȞKey Performance
IndicatorsȟȂؐٮԑհюຟեЅওғȂՄۡڙ
ᄂࢊॎგȞaction planȟȂ࣏Өᆍ݈ॏю
ЅߝሉҬȄרঈһᗜࡻӋޱຟեרঈߒޟ౪
݈ڷਝȄ
ࠒࣴΙޢᇄٔؓᢊޟ१ौࡻӋࡻ߳ޱᆧᖒᛮȂ

ISPML maintains close connections with key stakeholders as well
as our working partners. Collaboration has been proved effective by
mapping out the Mission Statement for Bel-Air that prioritises the
focus areas. It creates a reliable framework for future management
planning.

ٮΙӣؓٔۡڙᢊِࡇڼٺޟȂ၏ӖӨᆓ౩Ҭ

ISPML also adopts “Walk Management”, in which the management walks
to the front to continuously monitor our actual performance in all areas.

֯Ι๛ϚृȄ

&XVWRPHU )RFXV
ISPML upholds the service standards equivalent to internationally
renowned hotels, and adopts every feasible mean of listening
to residents' voices, by setting up the Bel-Air Hotline, which is
administered by an independent department to facilitate efficiency.
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ቋȂӒᡝষώ֯ܲࡻӓӣҬȄ

ޟᓺӑԩוȂհ࣏ᆓ౩ೣგࡾޟȄ
ࠒࣴඪȶWalk ManagementȷȄᆓ౩ቹٖ҆
ࠉڗጣȂᅿᄆϴѧޟᄂሬߒ౪Ȃоጂ߳Өএጒᛟ

̘݊ഐᔈ
ࠒࣴоሬޣӪޟନ۹Ыҁհ࣏݈ࡾȂଶΟ
ඪټᓺ፴݈Ȃᗙ೩ҳϚӣෲၾоಯ᠙ࡊޟሯ
ौȄٽԃȂҥᐿҳഋߞ౩ٔؓᢊዥጣȂоඪЀ
ၭ໌ਝȂ၏ಠϷݙວএਰȂײюਲ਼ҏনӰȂ
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&XVWRPHUV¶ VXJJHVWLRQV DQG URRW FDXVHV RI ÀDZV DUH DQDO\VHG WKURXJK
the Glitch Reports that are discussed from the residents’ perceptive at
the monthly Operation Meetings.
In addition, ISPML has optimised the Duty Manager and Silent
Shopper System to enhance quality assurance system. The Duty
Manager walks around all departments to ensure the working
processes are seamless, thus enhancing productivity and team
HI¿FLHQF\ ,603/ FRQVWDQWO\ XSJUDGHV VHUYLFH TXDOLW\ WKURXJK WKH XVH
of Silent Shoppers. Furthermore, the performance pledge of 24-hour
complaints investigation and a stellar reporting system have important
roles for the continuous enhancement of service standards.

ٮၼհТོϛଆ፣Ȃо൶ؑПਰȄ
ࠒࣴᓺϽΟᄂင౩ЅڟႧࠢᔮᆓ౩فಛȄᄂ
င౩ᄂ፺؏ᆓ౩ȂٖڗӨഋߞȂᅿᄆӨၼհ
Ѕ݈ȂԤਝӴᓺϽഋߞӫհЅඪЀҡΨȄ
ആႆڟႧࠢᔮЅ 24 ωਢວ፡ࢥЅ༘ൢفಛࡻ
៉ᓺϽӨጒᛟ݈ޟЫҁȄ
ٔؓᢊޟଉ൬ϭଶΟ༈ಛޟ֙߬ڷӇ
ѴȂ ᗙ ௴ ҢȮBel-Air MagazineȯȃȮBel-Air
NewsletterȯȃӨᆍωыυЅӰᔖݷ੫ᇧޟѐސȄ

Communication channels include not only the traditional ways of
notices and letters, but also special publications, such as, Bel-Air
Magazine, Newsletters and other booklets.
The implementation of the major annual Customer Satisfaction
Survey is the most comprehensive within the industry. An action plan
is developed based on the collected data, for incorporation within our
three-year plan.
Measurements, Analyses, and Knowledge Management
ISPML operates in accordance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and
OHSAS 18001 certification. Staff training courses and workshops
including work safety, servicing, operation procedures, and complaint
handling are scheduled in the year-plan and conducted regularly.
Cross-departmental cooperation is encouraged by setting up working
committees with representatives of all departments, to achieve synergy
in group decision-making.
:RUNIRUFH )RFXV
ISPML adopts and adjusts career planning which best benefits
employees. A mentoring scheme is implemented. Re-development is
PDGH ÀH[LEOH IRU HPSOR\HHV ZLWK RWKHU H[SHUWLVH ZKR DUH LQWHUHVWHG
in switching positions to work in different departments.

ٔؓᢊޟԑ࡙ࡊ݈ᅖཎ፡ࢥоϱശ၏ᅾޟ
ПԒᇔཾкۏষོޟཎَȂᡱ՞ИΣຟቋࡐ
ीؐޟএጒᛟȄϷݙኵᐃࡣོᐌӫюॎგȂ
հ࣏ 3 ԑॎგޟຟਯࡾȄ
ඟѥă˷ַٙڣᘋ႓୩
ࠒ ࣴ ᕕ ு Ο ISO 9001ȃISO 14001  ڷOHSAS
18001 ᇯມȄרঈॏۡӨᆍώհࡾЕڷԑ࡙ষώ
உଋРแȂѓࢂώհԊӒȃ݈ѽȃၼհࢺแ
ڷວ౩Ȅ
ࠒࣴആႆϚӣޟӫհωಢჂᓾၮഋߞӫհȂٽԃ
ষώஉଋωಢȃடཾᏲৱஉଋωಢȃᕗ߳ωಢȃ
ວ౩ωಢڷᙛԊωಢȂၖᗜӨഋߞޟфߒ
ӓӣϷٮݙ൶ؑ၌ؚПਰȂоڞӣӨഋߞޟਝȄ
ˎѰഐᔈ
ࠒ࣏ࣴষώඪټശԁޟᙛཾೣგȂҥင౩ᐊӈட
ཾ٨แᏲৱȂۡၭষώᔮଆώհߒ౪Ȃٮ൷ٱ
ཾีඪټཎَȄࠒࣴһਲ਼ᐃষώޟடߝڷᑹ፸

In preparation for succession planning for company and even property
management practitioners, ISPML utilises resources for employees to
REWDLQ DFDGHPLF TXDOL¿FDWLRQV WR PDWFK UHJXODWLRQV
ISPML promotes and empowers innovation by employees. We adopt

१ཱིϷᎌӫޟഋߞڷர՝Ȅ
ࠒܹࣴσ໔ၥྛܻষώޣᜋ༈ڷܛᆓ౩ቹ
ੲȂٮၥօষώൢཾސᆓ౩፞แȄ
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meaningful ideas by allowing the contributing employees to lead the
implementation. Employees’ suggestions and initiatives are also taken
into consideration in their annual performance reviews.

ࠒࣴЛࡻষώඪюഺཱིཎَȂۡᇔষώᄇϴ

2SHUDWLRQ )RFXV

һܻԑ࡙ߒ౪ຟਯϛຟեȄ

ISPML upholds the mission of PCPD, to maintain a safe, secure
and respectful workplace delivering a high level of service, integrity,
quality, and performance. Drills and training courses are scheduled
and frequently conducted to equip employees with the latest
knowledge on dealing with emergencies.

ᑊོഐᔈ

Business partners, such as, service contractors are selected through
a strict and fair tendering system, with better control than is legally
required. Stakeholders’ participation will be invited through the
tendering procedure, for higher procurement transparency. While
VHUYLFH FRQWUDFWRUV SOD\ D VLJQL¿FDQW UROH LQ SURPRWLQJ JUHHQ YDOXHV
ISPML imposes additional assessment criteria in environmental
protection, and waste reduction etc.

߳ඪټᎌԊӒޟώհᕗცȂࠒࣴᇔষώᄇၼ

ѧၼհڷᕗ߳ޟඪដȂٮᎌ࿋௴ઽԤཎဎޟඪ
ដȂҥඪюཎَޟষώளሴဣᄂȄষώޟཎَ

ࠒࣴᔖࣴσޟ१ौڼٺȂȶ࣏ষώඪټԊӒȃ
џᎬȃڷᒙϣ१ޟώհൟӴȂڞօষώҰيԁ
ᐇԈȃ፴શЅߒ౪ȂоඪټଽЫྥ݈ȷȄ࣏ጂ
հڷᕗ߳ޟཎَȂһۡᖞᒲஉଋڷᅋಬȂхষ
ώඡණശཱིၥଉᔖпएีٱӇȄ
ࠒࣴቷࢥӫհҿբၥਿޟྥШᝒٽݲᙱȄר
ঈᗜ१ौࡻϷޱᇄ१ौޟЛюҬȂоቨё
௴ᗊޟആ݂࡙ȄࠒࣴһᄇӨএ݈ܛᒲ୦ॏҳ

Principally, ISPML stresses “Process Reengineering” by regularly
reviewing the workflow of the current operations and striving to
further boost productivity.

ѴޟຟਯྥࠌȂоӫᕗ߳ڷኀޟσনࠌȄ

Results

ڷਝоඪЀҡΨȄ

With all the efforts integrated into an effective management system,
ISPML successfully achieved improvement every year in overall
customer satisfaction in the annual survey. Compliments tripled
in 2014 compared with 2013, whereas complaint figures dropped
consistently from 2011–2014. Employees' workplace satisfaction has
remained consistently high, exceeding 90% from 2012–2014.

ᑼ

:RUN LQMXULHV KDYH EHHQ NHSW WR D PLQLPXP DV UHÀHFWHG LQ VLFN OHDYH
due to injury dropping by 68% from 2012–2014, while an ongoing
decrease in staff turnover rate was recorded in the same period.
ISPML received the Family-Friendly Employers Award, in recognition
of our in-house training, 10-year Long Service Award and special
arrangements focusing on employees.
7KURXJK SUXGHQW ¿QDQFLDO FRQWURO LQ WKH IDFH RI LQÀDWLRQ DQG H[WHUQDO
environmental factors, the management fee levels of Bel-Air are
among the most market-competitive among benchmarked residential
developments, while properly maintaining excellent quality of life.
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ࠒࣴ१ຜȶၼհࢺแ१ಢȷȂۡᔮຜώհࢺแ

ࠒࣴӵࡊ݈ᅖཎ፡ࢥϛᕕுٹᕼȞᅖཎࡾኵ
ؐԑࡻ៉ΰЀȟȄ2014 ԑࡊᢚ፬߬ၶ 2013 ԑ
ቨё 3 ॻȂວ۠ኵܻ 2011-2014 ԑ࡙ࡻ៉ή६Ȅ
ӵ 2012-2014 ԑ ࡙Ȅ ষ ώ  ޟᅖ ཎ ࡙ ᆰ ࡻ ܻ 90%
оΰȄ
ӵ 2012-2014 ԑ࡙Ȃώ༌ЈኵЍ 68%Ȃӣ
ষώࢺѶһᡗή६Ȅ
ࠒ࣏ࣴষώඪټӵᙛஉଋȃ̈ԑ݈ᇯџڷ੫տ
ݷԊ௶้้ȂӰԪᄸᕕȶড়৳ЄჍкዩᓾȷȄ
ҥܻ౩ቷབȂ։ٺ७ᄇࡻ៉ЅѴ൜ᕗცӰ
શȂٔؓᢊޟᆓ౩າٷณӣᇺԉࡐीϛࣥڎ
ᝯތΨޟȄ

